NEWSLETTER
Where are they now?
Our aim is to improve the chances of
lifelong participation in sport and
everything we do is geared towards
this aim.
Dan McGuire: Completed A Levels
Football Scholarship in Florida
Phil Smith: Completed A Levels
Football Scholarship in Florida
Luke Molloy:

Welcome to your Newsletter

BTEC

Sports

Coaching, trials with England Boys,
currently playing in Northern League

It has been some time since we did our last newsletter but with the addition
of the Futsal Family and the latest areas we have decided to revive it. It will

Jack Bromley: B T E C

Sports

be produced every other month and all Futsal Family members will receive

Coaching Course, FA Level 2 and

a copy automatically by email.

Full-time football coach

if you would like to join the family simply follow the link below:

Adam Wrightson: Completed BTEC
Sports Coaching Course currently

http://www.thefutsalpartnership.com/the-futsal-family/

playing for Gateshead.
Jordan Skelton: England Boys,
football scholarship in USA

The newsletter will be full of what we are doing, stories from sessions, up to
date coaching theory.

If there is anything you would like to see in the

newsletter please do not hesitate to let us know.

J o h n Wa t s o n : N e w c a s t l e &
Sunderland Academies and now
trialling with Blackburn.

It’s competition time - more opportunities to PLAY
FA Futsal League
The new Futsal season is now upon
us and this time around we will
have even more teams entering
with two adult teams, plus two
teams at U15 and U14.

If you

haven't played before and would
like to compete let your Area
Director or session coach know and
they will get you playing in no time.

Lorem ipsum
Academy Matches

Internal Leagues
We have a real issue with the way

• Mixed abilities

organised. It is organised towards

• No adult instruction

bands children on perceived ability

play against a number of the
Sunderland Academy teams
recently.

With our U9/10’s and

U11s playing some round robin
games.

It was extremely

refreshing to see Sunderland
supporting our philosophy of just
allowing the children to play. There
were some sublime pieces of play
by all groups and whilst we did not
keep score the games were very
competitive and our children just
illustrated what a great group they
are. More to follow.

• Mixed ages

that grassroots sport is currently

a winner takes all approach that

We were pleased to be invited to

So what’s the difference?

(usually nothing to do with potential)
and on chronological age.

To be

frank this is as reliable as banding
children on their favourite colour.

• Equal playing time
• No positions
• Children choose the tactics
• We keep score and publish the
results (to the children)

Instead of just moaning we have

Where Next?

decided to do something different

During the next few months this will

and show that there can be a

be rolled out across the group with

different way.

the competition culminating in a
tournament to find the Group’s

We have now set up our own

Champion.

leagues in both the Northumberland
and Tyneside areas and currently

We have another little secret but

have over 100 children playing

this will not be announced until the

competitive futsal.

summer event.

New Topic - Passing with Dribbling
Start of a New
Topic

game scenario.

This sounds like

last time we tested are significant.

common sense but unfortunately it

We found that 93% of all children

simply is not true.

Much research

improved over the last time they

After the highly technical previous

has been carried out on this topic

tested and the average

topic we decided to go with passing

and the results illustrate that if you

improvement was 25% better than

and dribbling as it certainly lends

learn a skill out of context, then

before.

itself to the games based approach.

when you add the context you have

overwhelming evidence the Games

As always each coach was asked

to relearn the skill.

Based Approach has been utilised

to produce a number of games and

learning to drive, if you learned

then Dan Horsely the Area Director

each of the motions in isolation

for Northumberland took charge of

what would happen when you got

putting the sessions together.

into the car?

As

Think about

again in the new topic.
Your Pro Skills Scheme allows the

For example just

part of our continual development

practicing the motion of changing

all coaches MUST attend the

gear, it in effect means nothing

training days which take part at the

without the sound of the engine, the

beginning of every topic.

The

speed at which you are travelling

consensus was that the games in

and the environment around you.

this topic period are quite possibly

With this in mind our approach is

the best yet and the feedback from

now to teach as much of the skills

the children supports this.

as we can in game like scenarios
which can then be constrained to

Games Based

As a result of this

meet the needs of the children.
This may look messy, chaotic and

Pro Skills Scheme
This allows children to track their
progress through 7 disciplines and
7 levels. It is just one of the tools
that helps to provide a mastery
environment.

Which is an

environment where the children
attempt to master the skill and
become the best they can be
rather than just better than other

As you are hopefully aware we are

may take time but with patience the

a research based organisation,

long term learning and transfer to

which in effect means we base our

the actual game is far greater.

All scores are available online at

methods on evidence not on the

Furthermore, it is so much more fun

the following website

idea of ‘this is the way we have

and if the children are having fun

always done it’.

they will want to continue playing.

Sometimes this

can go against what is seen as
perceived knowledge.

players.

www.thefutsalpartnership.com/
player-progress/

Results From M2B

Please go on and check out how

This is no better illustrated than with

It was in the Moves to Beat Player

well the children are progressing, if

regards a game based approach.

topic that we decided to experiment

you would like some extra help with

Many still believe that the best way

with a full games based approach.

a training diary then contact your

to learn a skill is in isolation first

We are absolutely delighted to

coach who will be more than happy

through repetitive practice, and then

announce that the improvements

to provide this for you.

once the skills is learned add it to a

we have seen in comparison to the

Why are we here?

Upcoming Events
We have some great events coming up for you all throughout the year. Your

Now in our 6th year we have
wrangled and argued and changed

Area Director will keep you up to speed but below is a brief summary of what
is coming up:

our minds but over this time our
purpose has morphed and now it is

• February Half Term Champions League Weeks (all areas)

clear. We are here to prove there is
a different way in participation sport.
We want to focus on increasing the
chance of lifelong participation and
all the benefits this brings.

• Residential week second week of summer holidays
• John Farnworth Workshop
• Newcastle, Teesside & Durham Internal Leagues

This is

not to say that we are not interested

• Girls Only Session Ponteland 530-630 Tuesdays

in delivering high performance sports
people. But what we believe (and is
a fact) is that you cannot tell whether
a child will become a high performer
until past puberty. So our aims are
to keep as many children in sport as
possible by delivering child/athlete
centred sessions with a view to
increasing the talent pool to choose
from when the real talent can be
identified.

We have designed a

player pipeline that will guide your
children through the various stages
of development into adulthood. We
still standby our promise of
guaranteed technical improvement
but with the added bonus of a
lifetime of activity.

You Tube Channel
We now have our very own You Tube Channel where
you will find videos of your children performing the
moves

check

it

out:

https://

www.youtube.com/channel/UC8fkyg7N7O_fSeOlDBcNiw

Just Play
We are establishing the opportunity for just play to start in
Newcastle in February. This will be an initiative where
children can come along and just play. No coaching no
restrictions just play. We will provide the facility and an adult
to supervise and it is then up to the children what they do. We
will look to increase this to a multi sports provision in the
summer.

Development Classes
These are the starting points for us and all coaches
agree that these are the most enjoyable and rewarding
sessions we deliver. It is an opportunity for us to be
silly for an hour. The evidence is there, if this initial
exposure to sport is a positive one the chances for
long term participation are greatly increased

Parent’s Involvement
In Football 2016
As you are aware we are a research
based organisation. Which means that
we use latest coaching theory and
methods that are empirically validated
and we also carry out our own research.
We currently have two published articles,
one on Schema Theory and the other on
Coaching Philosophy. Our third study is
now nearing completion on Parental
Involvement in Sport. We would like to
thank everyone who took part as without
you we could not have achieved this.
The research has highlighted one key
area for further work. We are currently
writing up the research and will be
entered for publication within a month.
Prior to publication we will add this
research to our website and it will be sent
out to the futsal family. Look out for the
next project.

A Multi Sports Approach
Research is becoming ever clearer that a multi sports approach
is the most beneficial pathway for children. Although it may
sound counter intuitive, specialising in a single sport does not
improve the likelihood of expertise in one sport. Furthermore,
specialising in a single sport is one of the contributory factors for
drop out. As an organisation that promotes a multi sports
approach we are proud to have been a starting point for a
number of children that have gone on to excel other sports.
Below is Ciaran McGovern who was with us at the start of our
journey in the Gosforth Church Hall Sessions.

Great to see the children progress in something they love.
“Ciaran has been doing Taekwondo since he was 5 years old. He enjoys the martial arts side to
Taekwondo but his real passion is the competitive sports side. 2014/2015 was a particularly
successful year for him that saw him win many medals and culminated in him winning gold at the
British Taekwondo National Championships in Manchester last September which means he is
currently the British Champion in his age and weight category. He also got his first taste of a
European competition in Rotterdam last May and he will be competing in his biggest competition
to date, The Presidents Cup in Bonn, Germany in April. Ciaran still loves football and has been
with the same team for 5 seasons now playing in a Sunday league”.

